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Letters to My Grandparent
Nov 15 2021 Featuring 12 guided writing and drawing prompts, this keepsake book of letters in
the classic Letters to My. . . format offers grandchildren a unique way of staying connected with their grandparents.
When filled with memories, postdated, and sealed with love, these letters will become a special paper time capsule that
grandparents will treasure forever.
Letters to the Happy Camper
Nov 03 2020 More than 2.4 million copies sold in the series! Send them off to camp with
love. Give your young camper this keepsake book of letters to keep them company and encourage reflection. You (or a
group of loved ones) fill out the first part of each letter and seal with the enclosed stickers. Once at camp, your
child will be able to open the letters and add to them, writing and drawing in their own thoughts, memories, and
observations to create a souvenir that you'll treasure for years to come. • Includes 12 tear-and-send letters, plus fullcolor stickers to seal the letter flaps and sides • A great gift or self-purchase for parents, grandparents, or family
members of camp-aged children • An easy way to send encouragement and love to a child at summer camp • Works for kids at
both day camp and sleepaway camp Lea Redmond is the author of the bestselling Letters to My... series. She crafts
objects, designs experiences, writes books, and plays with ideas at her studio in Oakland, California.
Letters to Me, When I Grow Up
May 21 2022 This kids' version of the bestselling Letters to My Future Self brings young
writers a fun new way to capture their childhood. Twelve prompted letters bound into a keepsake book invite kids to
share stories, draw, or make lists reflecting on what they know now, and what they imagine for their future. When
they're grown, this paper time capsule becomes a cherished—and likely hilarious—look back on who they once were and who
they have become.
Read*write*now!
Sep 20 2019
Letters for a Year of Gratitude
Oct 02 2020 Write Now. Keep in Touch Always. Cultivate Gratitude All Year Long. An
Oprah's Favorite Things Pick for 2018 Letters for a Year of Gratitude will inspire you to send thoughtful, handwritten
notes of appreciation to everyone in your life-from a good friend to a great aunt. Simply tear out your letter of
choice, write your message inside, seal it with the included stickers, and add a postage stamp. Begin a gratitude
practice today! Each letter is printed with a unique prompt like: What I appreciate about us... It was incredibly
generous of you to... It's the little things, like when... From you, I learned the importance of... Included are 52 tear
out-and-send letters that will inspire a year's worth of notes of love, appreciation, and thanks to be shared with loved
ones and close friends. Secure each letter with the included 150+ stickers before sending a little gratitude to friends
and family!
Now Write! Jan 05 2021 A collection of personal writing exercises and commentary from some of today's best novelists,
short story writers, and writing teachers, including Jill McCorkle, Amy Bloom, Robert Olen Butler, Steve Almond, Jayne
Anne Phillips, Virgil Suarez, Margot Livesay, and more. What's the secret behind the successful and prolific careers of
critically acclaimed novelists and short story writers Amy Bloom, Steve Almond, Jayne Anne Phillips, Alison Lurie, and
others? Divine assistance? Otherworldly talent? An unsettlingly close relationship with the Muse? While the rest of us
are staring at blank sheets of paper, struggling to come up with a first sentence, these writers are busy polishing off
story after story and novel after novel. Despite producing work that may seem effortless, all of them have a simple
technique for fending off writer's block: the writing exercise. In Now Write!, Sherry Ellis collects the personal
writing exercises of today's best writers and lays bare the secret to their success. - In "The Photograph," Jill
McCorkle divulges one of her tactics for handling material that takes plots in a million different directions; National Book Award-nominee Amy Bloom offers "Water Buddies," an exercise for writers practicing their craft in
workshops; - Steve Almond, author of My Life in Heavy Metal and Candyfreak, provides a way to avoiding purple prose in
"The Five-Second Shortcut to Writing in the Lyric Register"; - and eighty-three more of the country's top writers
disclose their strategies for creating memorable prose. Complemented by brief commentary from the authors themselves,
the exercises in Now Write! are practical and hands-on. By encouraging writers to shamelessly steal proven techniques
that have yielded books which have won National Book Awards, Pulitzers, and Guggenheim grants, Now Write! inspires the
aspiring writer to write now.
Girls Write Now: Two Decades of True Stories from Young Female Voices
Apr 08 2021 Teenage girls tell their most urgent
stories, punctuated by inspiration and advice from Zadie Smith, Roxane Gay, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Gloria Steinem,
Alice Walker, and more of today's great writers. "Important work . . . A beautiful example of what happens when you let
girls write and share it with the world." —Samhita Mukhopadhyay, Teen Vogue Girls Write Now: Two Decades of True Stories
from Young Female Voices offers a brave and timely portrait of teenage-girl life in the United States over the past
twenty years. They're working part-time jobs to make ends meet, deciding to wear a hijab to school, sharing a first
kiss, coming out to their parents, confronting violence and bullying, and immigrating to a new country while holding
onto their heritage. Through it all, these young writers tackle issues of race, gender, poverty, sex, education,
politics, family, and friendship. Together their narratives capture indelible snapshots of the past and lay bare hopes,
insecurities, and wisdom for the future. Interwoven is advice from great women writers—Roxane Gay, Francine Prose,
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Zadie Smith, Quiara Alegria Hudes, Janet Mock, Gloria Steinem, Lena Dunham, Mia Alvar, and
Alice Walker—offering guidance to a young reader about where she's been and where she might go. Inspiring and
informative, Girls Write Now belongs in every school, library and home, adding much-needed and long-overdue perspectives
on what it is to be young in America.
Letters to the New Mom
Dec 16 2021 This book of 12 prompted letters helps family and friends offer encouragement,
advice, and good cheer to a new mother. Filled out and sealed with the enclosed stickers, it will be a cherished

memento.
Letters from My Baby's First Year
Apr 20 2022 More than 2.8 million copies sold in the series! One of Oprah's Favorite
Things! This book of 12 letters lets parents record memories, hopes, and dreams of their baby's first year. Each month,
parents fill out a letter, take a photo of their baby with the matching milestone card and place it in a photo frame,
and seal with the enclosed stickers, creating a unique keepsake to treasure forever. - AN EASY AND UNIQUE WAY TO RECORD
MILESTONES: The letter templates, photo frames, and milestone cards are a novel way to keep track of all the milestones
of a baby's first year, while also creating a priceless heirloom that generations to come will cherish. Simply fill out
a letter, take a photo of your baby with a milestone card, place it in a photo frame, and seal with one of the enclosed
stickers. - A MEANINGFUL GIFT: Letters from My Baby's First Year is a unique gift for expecting parents or new moms and
dads, or a great add-on for a baby shower. - OPRAH LOVES THIS LINE: The Letters to My . . . series was featured on
Oprah's list of Favorite Things. Overall, the series has sold nearly 3 million copies. - INCLUDES: 12 die-cut photo
frames, 12 fold-and-mail envelopes, 12 milestones on cards, full-color sticker sheet
Letters to My Dad
Jan 17 2022 This book of twelve letters (ten prompted, two blank) makes it easy for children of many
ages—from tween to adult—to show Dad how much they care. Once filled out, sealed, and postdated, the letters become
handwritten time capsules to give to Dad for Father's Day, holidays, or milestone birthdays. When he breaks open the
seals in the future, he will find a priceless keepsake.
Write Now & Write On, Grades 6-12
Jun 10 2021 From social media to school success—take student writing to the next
level! Your students may not realize it, but they’re already writers. All those informal text messages, Instagram
captions, and Facebook posts have given them skills they can use as a springboard to the formal, content-specific
writing they’ll need for success in school, college, and careers. The key, of course, is practice—plus a little guidance
from you. And you’ll be ready, no matter what subject you teach, because this essential reference is packed with
relevant, contemporary teaching strategies that are easily customizable to work across content areas. Inside, you’ll
find: Engaging exercises based in the kinds of writing students already do Versatile "parachute writings"—quick bursts
of practice to drop into a day’s lesson Strategies for introducing academic vocabulary and making it stick Skillboosting strategies for successful summarizing and using textual evidence Variations specific to all disciplines and
content areas Students should be writing daily, in all their classes, and they should be writing a lot, both inside and
outside school. With this practical guide, you’ll be ready to help them up their writing game—and make literacy
relevant, valuable, and authentic.
Best Dad Ever
Aug 12 2021 Looking to write thoughtful messages, advice, memories, and love letters to your DAD girl
?Letters to my Dad is the perfect dad keepsake gift from children to dad tUse this lined journal book to capture all of
the moving, proud or funny moments throughout your daughter's childhood while they are still clear in your mind. One
idea is to make writing a letter to your dad an annual tradition where you write a letter every year onJOURNAL FEATURES:
6"×9" Softcover Journal Cover 110 inside pages (64 sheets) Lined pages in the interior Can be used as a personal diary,
writing journal, or to record your personal thoughts, goals, and things to remember. A convenient and perfect size to
easily fit in your purse or backpack. Features the words "Letters to my Dad"
Write Now Sep 01 2020
Think Again
Mar 27 2020 Instant #1 New York Times Bestseller Listed as a Times Self-Help Book of the Year Discover the
critical art of rethinking: how questioning your opinions can position you for excellence at work and wisdom in life
Intelligence is usually seen as the ability to think and learn, but in a rapidly changing world, the most crucial skill
may be the ability to rethink and unlearn. Recent global and political changes have forced many of us to re-evaluate our
opinions and decisions. Yet we often still favour the comfort of conviction over the discomfort of doubt, and prefer
opinions that make us feel good, instead of ideas that make us think hard. Intelligence is no cure, and can even be a
curse. The brighter we are, the blinder we can become to our own limitations. Adam Grant - Wharton's top-rated professor
and #1 bestselling author - offers bold ideas and rigorous evidence to show how we can embrace the joy of being wrong,
encourage others to rethink topics as wide-ranging as abortion and climate change, and build schools, workplaces, and
communities of lifelong learners. You'll learn how an international debate champion wins arguments, a Black musician
persuades white supremacists to abandon hate, and how a vaccine whisperer convinces anti-vaxxers to immunize their
children. Think Again is an invitation to let go of stale opinions and prize mental flexibility, humility, and curiosity
over foolish consistency. If knowledge is power, knowing what you don't know is wisdom.
Draw Write Now
Jan 25 2020 Provides step-by-step instructions for drawing various subjects, with related captions to
practice lettering, to accompany units on American history, nature, and other themes
Letters for the Year
May 29 2020 This extra-special, extra-large book of letters puts a new twist on the bestselling
Letters to My. . . series. It includes 52 prompted, tear-out-and-send letters that offer inspiration for a year's worth
of correspondence, from notes of appreciation to justbecause hellos. A gift to give, to keep, and to send.
Letters to My Daughter
Aug 24 2022 This keepsake book of twelve prompted letters offers parents a unique way to send
love, support, and advice to a daughter of any age. Once filled out, sealed, and postdated, these letters will become a
personalized gift that she'll treasure for years to come.
Draw Write Now
Feb 06 2021
Letters to My Daughter - As I Watch You Grow - Mother Daughter Keepsake Journal
Feb 24 2020 A Perfect thoughtful
Keepsake gift for new parents An Awesome way to write down your expectations, feelings and love for your baby to read in
the future. It is an 'easy-to-carry' 6 x 9 blank lined journal. It includes:Matte finish cover 110 durable pages Black
and White Cream paper Strong Binding 6 x 9 inchesIf you are looking for a different book, don't forget to click the
author's / publisher's name for other great journal ideas.Book Specifics: This Awesome Journal / Notebook is 110-page
Blank Lined Writing Journal for Mothers. It Makes an Excellent Gift for Mothers Day (6 x 9 Inches / Matte Finish)Then,
Grab this Awesome Journal Now! *** Please Check out other Journals by clicking the Author's/Publisher's Name under the
title.***
Write to Me
Dec 04 2020 A touching story about Japanese American children who corresponded with their beloved librarian
while they were imprisoned in World War II internment camps. When Executive Order 9066 is enacted after the attack at
Pearl Harbor, children's librarian Clara Breed's young Japanese American patrons are to be sent to prison camp. Before
they are moved, Breed asks the children to write her letters and gives them books to take with them. Through the three
years of their internment, the children correspond with Miss Breed, sharing their stories, providing feedback on books,
and creating a record of their experiences. Using excerpts from children's letters held at the Japanese American
National Museum, author Cynthia Grady presents a difficult subject with honesty and hope. " A beautiful picture book for
sharing and discussing with older children as well as the primary audience" — Booklist STARRED REVIEW "A touching
tribute to a woman who deserves recognition" — Kirkus Reviews "[An] affecting introduction to a distressing chapter in
U.S. history and a brave librarian who inspired hope" — Publisher's Weekly
How to Write a Story
Apr 27 2020 The inspiring sequel to the 2015 Parent's Choice Winner, How to Read a Story! Step 1:
Choose an idea for your story. A good one. Step 2: Decide on a setting. Don't be afraid to mix things up. Step 3: Create
a heroine—or a hero. Now: Begin. Accomplished storytellers Kate Messner and Mark Siegel playfully chronicle the process

of becoming a writer in this fun follow-up to How to Read a Story, guiding young storytellers through the joys and
challenges of the writing process. From choosing an idea, to creating a problem for their character to resolve, to
coming to The End, this empowering picture book breaks down the writing process in a dynamic and accessible way,
encouraging kids to explore their own creativity—and share their stories with others! • Perfect for educators,
librarians, and parents who are helping children develop early writing and reading skills • Great read-aloud book for
preschool- and kindergarten-aged children interested in learning to read • Helps teach Common Core Curriculum skills
Young readers who love We Are in a Book!, How Rocket Learned to Read, and Also an Octopus will love the reading and
writing lessons and inspiration in How to Write a Story. • Read-aloud books for kids ages 3–5 • Learning to write books
for kids • Kindergarten, pre-K creativity books Kate Messner is an award-winning author whose many books for kids have
been selected as Best Books by the New York Times, Junior Library Guild, Indie Bound, and Bank Street College of
Education. She lives on Lake Champlain with her family. Mark Siegel is the author of many graphic novels and children's
picture books, including the 5 Worlds series, as well as the illustrator of How to Read a Story and the Robert F. Sibert
Honor Book To Dance: A Ballerina's Graphic Novel. He lives in New York.
Letters to Open When...
Oct 26 2022 Twelve prompted letters offer a meaningful way for friends, family, and longdistance loves to be there in spirit when they can't be there in person. The gift-giver fills this book of letters with
pep talks and good cheer, seals each envelope with a sticker, and gifts this keepsake for future opening. The recipient
gets to break the seals to find the greatest gift: their loved one's encouraging words whenever they need them the most.
The Lifespan of a Fact
Jul 31 2020 NOW A BROADWAY PLAY STARRING DANIEL RADCLIFFE 'Provocative, maddening and
compulsively readable' Maggie Nelson In 2003, American essayist John D'Agata wrote a piece for Harper's about Las
Vegas's alarmingly high suicide rate, after a sixteen-year-old boy had thrown himself from the top of the Stratosphere
Tower. The article he delivered, 'What Happens There', was rejected by the magazine for inaccuracies. But it was soon
picked up by another, who assigned it a fact checker: their fresh-faced intern, and recent Harvard graduate, Jim Fingal.
What resulted from that assignment, and beyond the essay's eventual publication in the magazine, was seven years of
arguments, negotiations, and revisions as D'Agata and Fingal struggled to navigate the boundaries of literary
nonfiction. This book includes an early draft of D'Agata's essay, along with D'Agata and Fingal's extensive discussion
around the text. The Lifespan of a Fact is a brilliant and eye-opening meditation on the relationship between 'truth'
and 'accuracy', and a penetrating conversation about whether it is appropriate for a writer to substitute one for the
other. 'A fascinating and dramatic power struggle over the intriguing question of what nonfiction should, or can, be'
Lydia Davis
Letters to My Future Self Weekly Agenda
May 09 2021
The Great Mental Models: General Thinking Concepts
Jul 19 2019 The old saying goes, ''To the man with a hammer,
everything looks like a nail.'' But anyone who has done any kind of project knows a hammer often isn't enough. The more
tools you have at your disposal, the more likely you'll use the right tool for the job - and get it done right. The same
is true when it comes to your thinking. The quality of your outcomes depends on the mental models in your head. And most
people are going through life with little more than a hammer. Until now. The Great Mental Models: General Thinking
Concepts is the first book in The Great Mental Models series designed to upgrade your thinking with the best, most
useful and powerful tools so you always have the right one on hand. This volume details nine of the most versatile, allpurpose mental models you can use right away to improve your decision making, productivity, and how clearly you see the
world. You will discover what forces govern the universe and how to focus your efforts so you can harness them to your
advantage, rather than fight with them or worse yet- ignore them. Upgrade your mental toolbox and get the first volume
today. AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY Farnam Street (FS) is one of the world's fastest growing websites, dedicated to helping our
readers master the best of what other people have already figured out. We curate, examine and explore the timeless ideas
and mental models that history's brightest minds have used to live lives of purpose. Our readers include students,
teachers, CEOs, coaches, athletes, artists, leaders, followers, politicians and more. They're not defined by gender,
age, income, or politics but rather by a shared passion for avoiding problems, making better decisions, and lifelong
learning. AUTHOR HOME Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Little Letters of Love
Oct 22 2019 These 75 tiny tear-out letters offer an easy and delightful way to express love.
Folded into adorably small envelopes and sealed with the enclosed stickers, they're such a wonderful surprise when
slipped into a loved one's pocket, shared with a Valentine, or bringing good cheer to a close friend.
Letters to My Friend
Jul 23 2022 This book of 12 prompted letters invites the writer to celebrate a cherished
friendship, capturing favorite memories and sharing how much that special bond means. Filled out and sealed with the
enclosed stickers, the booklet becomes a unique gift for friends of any age.
Letters to My Sister
Jun 22 2022 Give this book of 12 prompted letters to share love, encouragement, and good cheer
with the sister in your life. When filled out and sealed with the enclosed stickers, this instant keepsake will be a
personalized gift that she'll treasure forever.
Windows to Our Children
Jun 17 2019
A Wolf Like Me
Aug 20 2019 A midnight ritual by a secret society in the English Countryside nearly costs Thomas Spell
his life. He returns home to Chicago to find that he carries within himself something unspeakable - a condition for
which he believes there is no cure, until he meets Penelope, a beautiful and brilliant pre-med student determined to
heal him. But the Brotherhood searches for him still, convinced that he holds the key to an unimaginable power. As his
life begins to spiral out of control, Thomas is forced to confront his own past, as well as the dark forces closing in
on him and everything he holds dear.
Letters to My Mom
Mar 19 2022 Mom will truly treasure this keepsake forever. The twelve fold-and-mail-style envelopes
(ten prompted, two blank) invite sons and daughters to capture memories and express gratitude for Mom, seal up the
envelopes with the included stickers, and postdate the letters. When Mom breaks the seals in the future, she'll receive
an invaluable gift: a tangible reflection of her child's love.
The Thank You Letter
Dec 24 2019 Celebrate gratitude and simple ways of brightening others' days with this sweet story
about a girl's letters. . . . and her town's overwhelming response. After a wonderful party, birthday girl Grace sits
down to thank her friends and family for all their kind gifts. But she doesn't stop there! As she writes, Grace realizes
there are so many things to be grateful for. So she thanks her teacher for helping her learn to write. She thanks her
dog for his cheerful wagging tail. She even thanks the sky for being perfectly, beautifully blue. When Grace returns
home after delivering her notes, she finds a wealth of affection--cards, letters, and notes from her neighbors and
friends. A beautifully illustrated gatefold page shows how deeply her letters have touched the hearts of everyone around
them. The Thank You Letter is perfect for starting conversations about gratitude, both for tangible gifts and for the
little things we don't always stop to appreciate. The sweet story encourages young readers to focus on positivity and
share it. For everyone who wants to encourage children to write thank you notes for gifts, and for everyone searching
for new ways to connect with distant loved ones, The Thank You Letter is a perfect model for expressing gratitude--and
showcases the joyful response a simple gesture can create. Beloved storyteller and illustrator Jane Cabrera's vivid and
textured acrylic paintings are filled with joyful cuteness and warmth. Collage elements, including patterns from the

inside of envelopes, smartly add to the epistolary theme. This delightful celebration of mindful thankfulness and
community togetherness is perfect for curling up in a cozy spot and sharing one-on-one.
Letters to Open on Your Birthday
Jul 11 2021 Write Now. Read Later. Treasure Forever. Letters to Open on Your Birthday
will inspire you (or a group of loved ones) to wish someone a very happy birthday. Tell them how much they mean to you
and share your hopes for them in the year ahead. Each letter is printed with a unique prompt like: The world is better
with you in it because... Let's celebrate YOU by... On your special day, I hope you... Sign the 12 letters, seal them
with the enclosed stickers, and present the completed book to the birthday boy or girl. They'll treasure your words for
years to come!
Letters to the Happy Couple
Oct 14 2021 This book of 12 prompted letters helps family and friends wish the happy couple
a lifetime of joy. Filled out by an individual or group, as a guest book at the wedding, or as an anniversary gift, it
will be a personalized keepsake that they will treasure for years to come.
The Tree That Ate Everything
Nov 22 2019 Jake and Austin are twins. Jake has Down syndrome while Austin is typical. On
their birthday, they play with their toys but a whimsical tree wants to play too. It also happens to be her birthday.
The Daily Stoic
Jun 29 2020 From the team that brought you The Obstacle Is the Way and Ego Is the Enemy, a beautiful
daily devotional of Stoic meditations—an instant Wall Street Journal and USA Today Bestseller. Why have history's
greatest minds—from George Washington to Frederick the Great to Ralph Waldo Emerson, along with today's top performers
from Super Bowl-winning football coaches to CEOs and celebrities—embraced the wisdom of the ancient Stoics? Because they
realize that the most valuable wisdom is timeless and that philosophy is for living a better life, not a classroom
exercise. The Daily Stoic offers 366 days of Stoic insights and exercises, featuring all-new translations from the
Emperor Marcus Aurelius, the playwright Seneca, or slave-turned-philosopher Epictetus, as well as lesser-known
luminaries like Zeno, Cleanthes, and Musonius Rufus. Every day of the year you'll find one of their pithy, powerful
quotations, as well as historical anecdotes, provocative commentary, and a helpful glossary of Greek terms. By following
these teachings over the course of a year (and, indeed, for years to come) you'll find the serenity, self-knowledge, and
resilience you need to live well.
Letters to My Son
Sep 25 2022 This book of twelve prompted letters invites parents to share memories, love, and words
of wisdom with a son of any age. Once filled out, postdated, and sealed, these letters will become a truly special
keepsake.
Write Now Mar 07 2021
Letters to the Graduate
Feb 18 2022 This book of 12 prompted letters helps proud family and friends offer the graduate
their congratulations, advice, and well-wishes for the future—all in a thoughtful package that will become a cherished
memento. Filled out and sealed with the enclosed stickers, this unique booklet makes a meaningful gift for any graduate.
Letters to the Bride
Sep 13 2021 This innovative gift helps the bridesmaids, parents, or wedding shower guests delight
the bride-to-be with memories, advice, and well wishes for her big day—all in a thoughtful package that becomes a
cherished wedding memento. The bride's loved ones write the 12 letters, seal with the enclosed stickers, postdate, and
give this book to the bride at her shower or as a wedding present, sending her down the aisle feeling loved and
celebrated.
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